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About This Game

Parcel is a multi-character cyberpunk puzzle game where your goal is to solve interlocking laser puzzles by using the unique
abilities of different characters. The game can be played alone or cooperatively with friends. The game features over 120

unique puzzles and a level editor which enables the amount of playable content to grow to unpredictable numbers. A puzzling
future awaits!

Providing an intellectual challenge like no other, Parcel will make players think and leave them thinking afterwards. The game
follows a 22nd century postage company, touching on subjects such as post-humanism (pun very much intended) and virtual

reality, with the full intent of boggling your minds with questions about the future that we, as humans and as gamers, are
heading into.

Features:

Over 120 levels of a puzzling adventure divided into numerous distinct sectors

Single-player and local co-op - play the entire adventure alone or with up to 4 friends!

Several unique characters with their own interesting personalities and special powers to help you solve even the hardest
challenges - or to complicate things further

A thought-provoking story about a not-so-unlikely future and its peculiar inhabitants - and a box
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Gorgeous environments with moody, colorful visuals

An extensive level editor with endless creation possibilities – make your own puzzles and challenge the world!

We firmly believe that harnessing the creative spirit of the community is essential for Parcel, as there are literally millions of
different mind-boggling puzzles that can be created with the character and level object combinations. We will continue to listen

to community feedback and create the best possible way for players get puzzled and to puzzle each other!

For more information on Parcel, visit the official website at http://www.parcelthegame.com.
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Title: Parcel
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Polar Bunny Ltd
Publisher:
Polar Bunny Ltd
Release Date: 22 Apr, 2015
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Pros:
- Sokoban derivative.
- Aesthetics was actually pleasing for a puzzle game.
- Challenging.

Cons:
- Undo would have been useful.
- Music was uninspired, ended up turning it off.
- One of the achievement (We Don't Need Another Hero) basically forces you to replay the whole game if you mess it up the
first time, like I did. Went much faster the second time, but still a pita.
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